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certain goal in mind. We go to the lake,
we hike, we fish, we visit a local park or
nature center, and whatever else there is
to do. In some cases we find our way to a
local hotel to stay overnight. It’s a fun
time, but sometimes on the road, the goal
is to see and experience as many birds as
possible. I’m pretty good at remembering
which bird I saw. It’s not like I see a lot of
them. That said, there are always a few
species of birds that I’m eager to see,
every time I go on a trip I’ve prepared for.
Such is the case on our trip to See Valley
Bird Sanctuary State Park. Seeing the
more obvious birds like warblers is
certainly enjoyable, but seeing these little
bastards can be a lot of fun, too! I noticed
some signs at the park, advising people
that you could possibly see a nest, and
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they seek out food sources for
themselves and their young. I was
pleased that the park had put out a food
source for the little Common
Yellowthroats that we were scheduled to
see, and there were even signs to the
tree where the nests would likely be. Not
long after we arrived, we took a stroll
towards the 0cc13bf012
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Kim Gang-nam (singer) Kim Gang-nam (;
born August 6, 1986), better known
mononymously as Gang-nam (), is a
South Korean singer-songwriter and multiinstrumentalist. She is one of the
members of the South Korean girl group
Girls' Generation and has appeared on
Girls' Generation-Girl's Day, Girls'
Generation-Oh!GG and Girls' Generation-I
Got a Boy. She is a co-founder of the
entertainer agency, FantaMillion Music.
Career 2007–2012: Career beginnings
Gang-nam was the youngest member of
the South Korean girl group Girls'
Generation, along with fellow members
Taeyeon and Yuri. Initially, she was not
considered a part of the main vocal line,
but was chosen as the backup singer. In
2010, she released her first independent
track "Baby" produced by Toy-M. It
peaked at number 14 on the Gaon Digital
Chart. The song was renamed "Baby
(Extended Remix)". 2011–2012: Teaser
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Girl, I Am a Teaser In September 2011, it
was announced that Gang-nam would be
the main vocal of a new girl group called
Teaser Girl, featuring members Hyoyeon
and Sunny, along with Mamamoo's Momo,
who replaced member Hwangbo and
Mando. "Boom Boom Boom Boom" was
released as their debut single on
November 1, 2011. Gang-nam later
released a digital single titled "I Am a
Teaser" on October 26, 2012.
2013–present: Solo career In September
2013, Gang-nam along with Taeyeon,
Hyoyeon and Yuri, made a comeback with
"Break Up", a song written by Taeyeon,
with lyrics composed by the latter. At the
end of 2013, Gang-nam released a digital
single, titled "Cookie Cake". On March 31,
2015, Gang-nam released a digital single,
"Next Me", which was later included on
her second extended play, Love. The
extended play was released by Universal
Music and FantaMillion Music, and was re10 / 11

released in 2017. In October 2017, Gangnam was featured on "Real Love (For
You)", a
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